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ABSTRACT

In the spirit and context of the recommendations made
in 1966 by the Scientific Advisory Board of the U.S.Air Force and
by the House Committee on Armed Services, and following discussions
with members of the Condon Committee at the University of Colorado,
it is proposed that the Vogelback Coaputing Center conduct a one-year
study of aerial phenomena files with th« following purpose

1. To assist the large-scale Investigation currently conducted at
the University of Colorado under AFOSR contract, by providing
researchers in this group with a complete, up-to-date index of
reliable sources of information in the field of aerial phenomena.

2. To prepare the reduction of all available data in the period
19^7-1967 ^0 a standard format, taking into account the scientific
value and information contents of the observations in question. An
example of such a reduction is given here in Appendix A.

The project will use the services of two persons thoroughly
familiar with the field and expert in the use of automatic documen
tation, file organization and information retrieval techniques. Total
cost of the project villi be #27,895.

At the end of the twelve month period, a report describing
all the sources and means of data acquisition will be given to the
sponsors of the project. A complete set of selected observations in
machine-readable form, providing a cross-index of the various
sources will accompany the report. This file will be compatible
with the codes used at the University of Colorado and will be
immediately usable in the Air Force's continuing investigation of
aerial phenomena.

This Proposal is divided in three main jaarfcs, followed by
a budget and appendices. The three parts discuss i) the methods to
be used in the reduction of the Air Force files, ii ) the proposed
cross-indexing of the files of the Aerospace Technical Intelligence
Center with the data supplied by other organizations, ill) the
application of advanced information retrieval techniques to a
representative sample of significant observations. In Appendix A
we give an example of extraction of scientific data from reliable
observations of unusual phenomena. Appendix B describes the
facilities of the Vogelback Computing" Center.



Purpose of this Memorandum

The present report contains the file of UFO observations

made by personnel of the Smithsonian Astrophysteal Observatory.

In addition, it analyses reports from teams of COSPAR and MOONWATCH

and crews of several major foreign observatories and tracking

installations in Western Europe, Japan. Australia., South Africa

and Antarctica (Map 1) since 1957. The authors of this Memorandum

have obtained no direct Information on sightings of unidentified

objects made from manned satellites, and have had therefore to

limit themselves to observations made from ground stations.

Table I is a summary of the dates and places of the observa

tions analyzed herein. (All tables in this report have been

generated using the INFOL language and an information retrieval

system implemented by J.Vallee at the Vogelback Computing Center)

It will be observed that the sightings come from eight countries

and have resulted In good photographs in two cases, in visual

theodolite measurements In twenty-one cases.

It is worth noting £tifMr that most of the sightings analyzed

here have never been reported to the Air Force. Nor has the Air

Force attempted to obtain such information. In a few of the best-

documented cases, however, the Foreign Technology Division took

an active part in the investigations and concurred with the

conclusion that the objects observed were unknown. Thus, we can

only view with puzzlement the often-repeated public statements

issued by Air Force officials concerning •the complete absence

of reports of unknown objects by professional tracking teams and

Moonwatch installations.1 These statements are clearly in contra-





diction with the contents of the files and with the conclusions

reached by the Air Force's own scientific experts.

The present collection of Observations must be viewed as

the result of the private efforts of a few isolated individuals

to preserve what they felt were valuable pieces of scientific

data, rather than the product of an official effort to collect

such information. To give a measure of the departure from the

accepted methods of Science which is observed here, it will

suffice to quote from one of the sources of our information!

There have been no recent reports from Moon watch teams,
as far as I know, but I fear the teams know what kind of
reception they would get if they did send one In...

In several cases, information of this nature is known to

have been actually destroyed. One of these incidents Involved

the crew of a foreign station, which had to decide whether to

forward to the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory a series of

eleven theodolite measurements of an object, apparently following

an orbital trajectory, These data would have made possible the

computation of a tentative orbit for the object. They were

destroyed,however, when it was realized that no channel existed

for handling information of this type. The author of the observa

tions, an astronomer with thirty years of experience, was also

concerned with the possible ridicule that would result for his

observatory If such information, as he had every reason to

believe, was not taken seriously in Cambridge. In another case,

in 1962, a tape recording of a series of measurements read from

a theodolite in a foreign observatory was erased without further

study for the same reasons. It is therefore entirely probable that

the sightings listed In this report represent only a small portion



of the observations actually made. The number and quality of these

observations, their dispersion over the entire world, and the

obvious opportunity they afford to learn more about the phenomena

pf the earth's environment, make us view x^ith great discomfort

the climate of ridicule which continues to greet them.

The first section of this Report will be devoted to an

examination of the photographic evidence, in the case of the

unknown object tracked on April 14, 1959, by the Tokyo-Mitaka

station of the Smithsonian Astrophysioal Observatory; the second

section surveys some of the reports made in the United States and

abroad by the tracking teams, and includes the case of the retro

grade object recorded by the Grumman Optical Surveillance System

on August 25, i960. The Tokyo oase and the Grumman photograph

are two examples of outstanding observations of unknown objects

made by professional scientists using sophisticated and up-to-date

instrumentation. Both cases have been carefully studied by

Project Blue Book staff and are still in the ,unidentified,

category.

The third section is devoted to a general presentation of

thirty-six observations of this type with several tables giving

the celestial coordinates of the objects, whan they have been

measured with sufficient precision. The fourth section gathers

some of the original material from which this study was made.
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•# TOKYO-MITAKA STATION OF THE SMITHSONIAN OBSERVATORY 14 Apl 1959.

The following are extracts from a letter signed by
Dr^Karoly Lassovszky,*" of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
to the Tokyo-Mitaka station: > cAuJf 4 fie fiictu^ (U^^cr^ Pivotfp*

1 On April 14, 1959, your station made tracking photographs
of a passage of I959 alpha 1 ; film SC-5-498. Our people noticed,
upon examination of the film at Photo Reductions, several unidenti
fied objects, at least two in number, which appeared on the first
six frames of that film. It appears from the film that the gentlemen
operating the camera intentionally tracked one of these objects for
a period of about forty seconds, returning the camera at the end of
this time to its original position in order to pick up 1959 Alpha 1.
However, no comment to this effect was made upon the appropriate
camera log sheet, and we have no information here as to the visual
impressions of the observers.

The film was brought to the attention of Dr.Hynek, and
subsequently to the attention of the U.S.Air Force. The latter
expressed interest in the identity of the objects. Mr.Ledwith of
S*A.O. conducted a preliminary examination of the film and his
results are enclosed. The object which we studied appears to have
been emitting light from a flashing source having a period of
approximately 0.36 second. This is not inconsistent with the periods
of flashing lights employed upon various aircraft. However, later
research carried out by Mr.Kirklin of S^A.O., when taken in context
with information carried by the Air Force, indicates that whereas
the type of light employed upon known aircraft remains off during a
substantial portion of the period, this light remained on for 0.25
second and was off for only 0*11 second. These results corroborate
similar findings made earlier by Mr.Ledwith. The Air Force has no
knowledge of aircraft employing lights of this sort, and have no
record of aircraft over the observatory at the time these photographs
were taken.

We would greatly appreciate any information which your
people could provide concerning the visual appearance of the objects.

The enlarged photographs of the images are attached to
this document. They correspond to the following measurements:

Film gc-5-498

16 seconds per cycle
2 advances per cycle
50 cycles per second - local power.

Photo times

Image 1 10H M
14 14S.6552

Image 2 10 14 24 .2653
) 09.6101 sec,

Image 3 10 14 33 .8684
) 09.6031

Image 4 10 14 45 .6699
) 11.8015

Image 5 10 14 55 .2683
) 09.5984

— 50 cycles per second

— 50 cycles per second

— Time exposure

— 50 cycles per second



For a camera operating at 16 sec/cycle, 2 advances/cycle
and 50 cycles per second, the following time resolution characteris
tics are applicable:

Exposure time ... 0.96 sec.
Break interval .. 0.24 sec.

A typical star trail is as follows: — —

0.24 sec.

Determination of break & flash pattern of images.

Note that there are actually two images in image 1. This
affect is found on all images. The following drawings are not in
scale and are intended to convey only an approximate representation

Image 1

Image 2

image 3

image 4

Image 5

atfaatub
ri-j p-J L.'FU I 1p—| loffJ

aid
of*

Image Local Time

H M S

Right Ascension

H M S

Declination

0 t it

Azimuth

0 ' '/

Elevation

0 1 '/
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Mr.Kirklin was not at all convinced of the accuracy of the
computed position of image 4 (the time exposure). The computed
positions for the other images, given above, are only approximate.
The images were measure^"* using a Mann machine but the star fields
were found poor.



Determination of the flash period.

In this connection it was first necessary to determine, for
each image, the average break interval in millimeters. After doing
this the average flash period in millimeters for each image was
computed. The ratio of flash period to break interval was then deter
mined for each image. The average of these ratios was 1.506.

If we let x be the period in seconds of the flash interval,
we compute:

x = 1.506
0.24 sec

or x = 0.3614 second

By substituting the average distance between the points at
which light dies to the points at which it turns on again, for the
average flash period for each image, we obtain a new set of ratios.
The average of these ratios was 0.444

By letting y be the interval in seconds of time during which
light is out, we compute y In the following way:

£ = 0.444
0.24 fee

or y = 0.1066 second

By way of illustration consider Image 2 :

0.36 sec.

0.24
<

sec. 0.11 sec.

H
Therefore the object corresponds to the following characteristics:

Local time of first observation.. 19 h 32 m 25 s

Azimuth of first observation .... 237° 5&:
t
15 ti

Elevation of first observation... 21° 24 » 09
•

tt

0.3614

0.1066Time during which light is off...

Time during which light is on ... 0.2548

The attached graph is a plot of the object fs motion.



•. OBSERVATIONS OF UNUSUAL PHENOMENA MADE BY PROFESSIONAL

TRACKING TEAMSS i§6c-&r l^fe*

Although statements to the contrary have often been made,
such observations by professional astronomers and by trained
personnel of all major tracking networks have been commonplace
ever since the inception of satellite tracking programs. Unidentified
objects have been detected as early as 1954. In many occasions, they
did appear to orbii^ the earth, and in some cases did so in a retro
grade manner, thus excluding any possibility of confusion with
conventional objects of man-made origin.

Such objects - or phenomena - have been the subject of many
communications among satellite specialists, of one of the MOONWATCH
Newsletters (vol.lVj np.l0> Dec.8, 1959 -Edited by the Smithsonian
Astrophysioal observatory) and of at least one proposal (Grumman
Proposal for Optical surveillance of the Retrograde Satellite,
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage, New York).

These observations, however, have* never been made public,
and in order to avoid publicity it was even thought advisable, in
many cases, to keep the scientific community in ignorance of their
existence and significance. Thcoe obaci'valiuiiuy hoover; have*
-?1onr1y ° pT«^" •**" »*»? r^f,?wt yy^^^f^ n||-fm*f-i

In support of the above assertion, we offer below excerpts
from MOONWATCH NEWSLBTTd1* of Dec.8,- 1959:

"This Newsletter is considered to be in the category of
private communication between Headquarters staff and indi
vidual Moonwatchers. It is not for publication, with the
one exception that it may be reproduced in part or in whole
in publications specifically prepared for and circulated
among Moonwatch team members. Although not confidential,
material in this Newsletter is not to be the subject of
press releases. However, such material may be used, if
appropriate, as an incidental part of press releases
concerning purely local Moonwatch activities. In such
instances, the Newsletter, S.A.O. or any other agency may
not be quoted as the source. (...)

"The following is a report from the Satellite News Bulletin
of the British interplanetary Society. "Several reports have
come to hand of observations of objects which may have been
unidentified satellites, and this is probably a matter which
calls for general interest from Moonwatch teams.
"The first information at Headquarters came from the Isle of
Wight Moonwatch team who had eight observers on duty on
Friday-Saturday, 15th August 1959* concerning Operation 12.
Mr.Smith said that he had set up the equipment of time
transits across the meridian and was astonished and unprepared
to deal with a series of five sightings, these coming along



two separate but not widely different tracks - approximately
35° - 45° elevation. Three south-going objects were in view
for about 2 minutes, and one of the north-going objects was
timed for about 3 minutes. The three southerly objects
followed almost exactly the same track. Mr.Smith and his
teams were able to get a track of the objects which was quite
satisfactory and correct to within 1/10 second at least•(...)

"Neither Dr.Roy,nor Dr.Ovenden can shed.any light on the
nature of the objects, except that they certainly do not
seem to have been meteors. Dr.Roy adds that 'a few months
ago1 o$e of his team members photographed such an object in
a high inclination orbit which, together with the High Down
sightings, led him to believe that useful results could be
achieved by the two teams spending a proportion of their
time seeking unscheduled objects. (...)

"The point of this is that sufficient material exists to be
of potential interest both to Moonwatch teams and to indivi
dual observers which would warrant adopting Dr.Roy's sugges
tion of 'unscheduled observations'."

The following report is dated June 2, 1959:

"San Antonio (089) Moonwatch team, while engaged in the
recent search for a suspected unknown orbiting object (search 59-2)
reported an unusual sighting. The first report, which was received
by telephone, was to the effect that two observers saw two unusual
objects which they were satisfied could not be either satellites er
meteors because of speed and reversal of direction.

Time was May 28, 02:34 30 U.T. with both scopes fixed at
180° azimuth and 85° altitude. This was about the end of evening
twilight and the objects were described as being sunlit with 'pale
reflections like aluminum'. They appeared to approach and curve
away from each other."

"The following is an extract from a letter, dated May 28 and
received June 2, 1959 '•

"Since the object involved in the "3-59-2" search was
expected to pass over the San Antonio area today at approximately
02 31 00 U.T. we began telescopic searching of the sky, officially,
at 02 15 00 on 28 May.

"The sky was clear and the atmosphere was sufficiently
steady to eliminate excessive twinkling of the stars. Our scopes
were pre-arranged in such manner that we had one centered on 75°,
one was on 80°, two on 85° at 180° azimuth while one was on 85° at
azimuth zero and one on zenith ... All six were in alignment on the
meridian with two concentrated on 85° since passage of the object
was expected in the latter area.

"At 02 34 30 U.T. a very unusual phenomenon occurred. I
shall try to describe the situation:



"Two of our seasoned observers, who were viewing through
the only two of our scopes which were fixed on the same point
in the sky, namely 85° altitude at azimuth 180°, sSimultaneously
witnessed unidentified objects in a manner that may be a little
difficult to comprehend. That is, one man observed a fleeting object
that cut into the upper left limb of his circular telescopic field
and after describing a smooth are or parabolic path, left the
field of view at the lower left limb. This action took place within
an estimated one-tenth of a second. The observer was concentrating
his attention on the left side of the field at the time, and was
certain only of what transpired on that side of the view field.

"Now here is the unusual twist to the phenomenon: the other
observer on the other telescope which was set to cover the identical
field was concentrating his attention on the right side of the
field when he, simultaneously, observed a similar action at that
side of his scope. That is, the object entered the upper right limb,
curved hyperbolically, and then left the field at the lower limb,
and all within a split second of time.

"Some interesting and pertinent data connected with the
phenomenon, as the accompanying diagram will show, are that both
objects had similar, yet different, paths which were mutually
opposed. Also, at no time did their paths coincide, cross each other,
or cross the centers of the telescopic fields of view. A study of
the diagrams will indicate
that if the two diagrams were
superimposed it would appear
that the two objects were
approximating a collision
course when, by deliberate
control or mutual repulsion
they veered off and went each
on its merry way.

"While evaluating this
data, it is appropriate that
you keep in mind the fact that
both individuals who witnessed
this occurrence are well seaso
ned, well balanced, and strictly
sober observers."

Letter is signed J.H.
Wooten, for paul L.geabase,
Team Leader. A later letter,
dated May 30 and signed by the
same writer, provides the follo
wing additional information:

"..One of our observers.,
bbserved an unusual'phenomenon
whose occurrence was simultaneous
with the incidents whi&ch we
reported in our letter of glay 28.

Two

SCOPES

ON

kzil%0€

scoi>e

ZENITH l]o

ISO



"His scope, on May 28, was set on zenith at 02 34 30 U.T. ..
At that time he too observed an unusual sight in his scope. It
occurred in the lower right quadrant. When he sketched it on paper
according to the image his power of recollection brought to mind
I tried to match it to the configuration that was observed on the
right side of one of our 85° scopes. It does not 'dove-tail1 into
the scheme perfectly but it probably casts some illumination pn
what the object was doing just before it passed into the 85° field
of view."

Summary: varied description of color: grey white or from blue white
to silver white.

Time required to traverse the fields of view: 1/10 to 1/5 sec,

Magnitude: Approximately that of Polaris or slightly brighter.
Illumination: appeared to be reflected light rather than
self-illuminated.

Observations by professional observers outside of the United States:

# Because of the controversial character attached to these . >
observations in the States (ref. above Newsletter of S.A.O.) these
information^ ha^> never been forwarded to the American Satellite
Tracking networks. It is unfortunate that scientific data have thus
been lost, because identification of the repprted objects would have
been much easier if world-wide observations had been available.

Not only have these observations not been transmitted through
the usual channels, but censorship at the source was such that several
measurements were voluntarily destroyed. This has been the case, for
instance, at the Paris-Meudon Observatory. The attached teletype
conversation is an exchange between Meudon and the satellite tracking
station at Besancon Observatory, when an effort was made to find
an observation thansmitted by that station, which had been destroyed
at Meudon Observatory. Several measurements, which represent only
about half of the observations actually made, have been preserved and
are summarized below:

5- September i960 at 19 26 35.7 . COSPAR Station no.2563. Object
with trajectory much higher than Sputnik IV, first observed
at(22 H 50, +32°) tracked' for 40 seconds. Magnitude 4-2.8 at
the beginning, fellowish-white in color. Inclination on the
Equator: 70 to 90°. Angular velocity corresponds to 300 to
400 kilometers, in altitude.
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8 May I96I Besancon Observatory. Two measurements with theodolite:

Time U.T. Azimuth Elevation

20 23 34.16 339.49 68.34
20 24 18.84 009.34 40.53

9 May I96I COSPAR Station no.2563. Time: 23*48.62M - 0.1
Elevation 430 , angular velocity 2° to 2.5° per second.
Magnitude +6.2 with flashes at 5*8 altitude 190^30 km
Direction: $S to $ne, same orbit as SAMOS but reverse
direction. Is not 61 Epsilonn, nor 61 Lambda. First
observed azimuth 70 from North, tracked over 30°.

flTote: compare the date with the previous observation.

11 July 61 Iparis-Meudon Astrophysical Observatory. Unidentified
object magnitude 1.5 to +2, two theodolite measurements:

Time U.T. Azimuth Elevation

22 35 37.2 153.20 28.19
22 36 02.1 167.10 22.48

Mo effort has been made to gather more recent observations
of similar objects. Three unidentified satellites were noted (in
addition to the above observation) in i960 alone at the COSPAR
station no.2563. Three observations were made at Meudon Observatory
prior to 1962, one involving eleven theodolite points measured,
another, three measurements. These observations have been erased
from the tapes, and were not transmitted to the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory.

American Observations of the 1960-61 Retrograde Satellite.

The attached photograph is a track of the retrograde
satellite recorded by Grumman Optical Surveillance System, 25 August
i960? The object was also observed by the Staff of the Adler
Planetarium on Friday, August 26, 1960 (the day after the Grumman
photograph was taken) as the attached letter from Robert I.Johnson,
Adler Planetarium Director, indicates.

The Grumman photographic plates and written reports of
several visual sightings of the object were transmitted to SPACETRACK
at L.G.Hanscom Field for official identification. Analysis of the
data revealed no clue to the satellite's history; its identity
remained unknown.

The U.S.Air Force became interested in the observations
and on 19 October 1961, Major Robert Friend of the Foreign
Technology Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, and Dr;J.Allen Hynek,
USAF Consultant, met with Grumman officials at their Bethpage

iH



engineering offices. Hollowing this meeting, Grumman intensified
its efforts to learn more about the satellite's characteristics
but identification was never achieved.

The following is a summary
object by the Moonwatch Network.

of observations of the same

Time

6/19/60
032710.4Z

6/25/60
1118Z

7/15/60
050552.1Z

7/26/60
1136Z

9/08/60
041005Z

9/22/60
030255.1Z

1/13/61
0113Z

•

Station

Number

8127

113

113

113

8517

098

041

Location

Terre Haute,
Indiana

Van Nuys,
California

Sacramento,
California

China Lake,
California

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Elevation! Azimuth
dej

10

47.5

18.4

30

Decl

+18

to

13°49'

20.5

to

15.81

56.2

deg

208

180

334.5

R.A

21h10m
to

20h57.2m

0

to

355.87

359.6

Remarks

Object moved NNE to SSW,
angular velocity 0.8 degree
per second; maximum mag
nitude, +1.

Object moving to the West,
angular velocity 0.5 degree
per second'; maximum mag
nitude +8.

Reddish-white object moved
from SSE to NNW, angular
velocity 0.5 degree per sec
ond; maximum magnitude +3.

Reddish-white object moved
from SSE to NNW, angular
velocity 0.2 degree per sec
ond; maximum magnitude
+2 1/2.

White object, slightly bright
er and with slightly greater
angular velocity than '60
Beta II; angular velocity 0. 4
degree per second;, maximum
magnitude +7.

Pale yellow object moved
East to West, taking about
12 seconds to cross meridion
from time of first sighting;
magnitude +4; apparent angu
lar velocity, 0. 6 degree per
second.

Object moved with angular
velocity of one degree in
five seconds, from NE to SW;
maximum magnitude, +9 or
+10.



APPENDICES

A, Thirty-seven observations of unknown aerial objects made by
official tracking teams of U.S. and foreign stations! An
Analysis with the aid of the retrieval language INP0L2.

B. Pacts and information about the Vogelback Computing Center
and Northxfestern University.



ytamCARO FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to • n date. S^^ary 29
George Woron DATE- I960

mOM ; PWankowicz - Ap S^
subject: Unscheduled object

George, Please see that this gets in the proper hands.

1) Description and particulars: On February 29, U.T. Hessam
Tavakolian, Observer, P. Wankowicz, Observer and Dr. G-emil,
visitor were standing outside the camera-house looking toward

Sirrus when all three saw an un-scheduled object, very similar
in apperance to a satellite on a north-south orbit. The object
did not have the usual trail of a meteorite, no variations in
magnitude over its observed path and seemed to !go out1 much
like a satellite entering shadow-angle. Path seemed steady and
horizontal.

2) Data:

Time: I8h 17m 15s UT, February 29, I960. This is probably
accurate to 30 seconds. Time was read on a wriit-watch and
interpolated to time of sighting. Some seconds (probably 30,)
elapsed between sighting and reading of wrist-watch as observer
had to move into region of better light to read it. Wrist watch
was checked against the Itorrman T.S. within ten minutes of
sighting and correction applied.

Observed path: Prom 05** 55m fi.A., +07° 2>Q* declination when
first sighted to 06u 25m R.A., ~ 18° 00* dec. where dissapeared.
A norton's atlas was in hand when sighting was made so immediate
correlation with the star-field was possible. All three people
concerned were looking toward Orion when sighting occured,
talking about Sirfus. Estimated accuracy: within 5 circle e£
from given position.

Time & Velocity: Estimates ranged from 3 to four seconds
time of travel from vicinity of Betelgeuse to vicinity of
Sinus, estimates very subjective. All agreed that it
seemed very slow for a meteorite, a little fast for a satellite,
thuugn xaveJcolian remembered sigtings of Sputnik 1 and ^59061
during which satellite seemed to travel at a speed eouivalent to
the object seen.

Seing: Very good. An hour previously 59011 v/as seen at 1803
miles, aamera altitude 87.1 , and 59071 at 2250 miles, camera
altitude 99o6. This through the 15" elbow telescope.

Weather and cloud cover: Intermittant rain-drops from
scattered cumulus. Estimated at .3 cover.

Estimated Magnitude: 4* to 5i, to naked eye.



The satellite-like object reported in the newspapers was fir3t
observed by one of the stations in our photographic tracking network
on 12 August I960, the night when Echo I first became visible. However,
it was not photographed until 25 August I960 and then from only one
station.

The difficulty in obtaining simultaneous photographs from two or more
of our remote stations was heightened by the position of the earth shadow

J line at the time of observation. The unidentified object popped out
J of the shadow line after it had traversed more than half of the sky.

Although this hindered efforts to gain simultaneous shots for triangulation
•~] purposes we were cble to make some assumptions on the height of the object
J above the earth by careful notation of the time of its first appearance

out of shadow. The best estimate lies between 300 and 3£0 nautical miles
fo» the August pass»

0ur information was sent to U.S. Air Force SPACETRACK peSple at
Hanscom Field, Mass. As far as we know, they have not been able to fit an

~| orbit, but the feeling is that the orbit would be highly eccentric, having
.j an apogee of about 1^200 miles and a perigee of about 300 miles,,

"1 Approximately a dozen seemingly reasonable reports of subsequent siphtings
J have been sent dirrctly to us, many more to the Air Force* An observer in

England, whose report seems entirely credible, sent in several timed photographs
taken early in September. As you are aware great care must be taken to
weed out spurious sightings.

During our personal observation of three separate passes of the object,
the following characteristics were noted?

1. The color of the object varied from carrot to straw.

2. It traveled at a rate which appears to be comparable to previous satellites.

3. The course followed by the object was in an easterly to westerly direction.

h. The object usually appeared at about the time of the first visible evening
pass of Echo I.

N.«-!
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By CIIAfU.ES ROLAND

Whether man-made or a natural body, a strange
'new object streaking across the Long Island skies the
j'past week had space scientists baffled today.

Observations taken by ex- '
Ipcrts have been fed into clcc-
jtronic computing machines,
but have, yieldca no specific

liV.'MlitS. - ;• •.
. It is. at pic.;ciu. one. more
[mysterious unidentified Flying
ObjccL (UFO). ar.d the my.s-
tery lies in its "regular irregu
larity."

Su;. it m',.so has been .seen as a
pale, silvery white.

It,was photographer at 3:51

P.m. last Thursday by a track
ing camera of the Grumman
Aviation. Engineering Corp.,
over Bcthpagc. Henry Courten.
chief of the tracking station,
said ..•'• /'J^>

Nightly at about l> o'clock] ll'-was;'photographed at 8:5i
if is seen over Bcthnagc, L. J.[south of*, the zenith. At one
II h;.s ">ern sighted as far westitime it looked like a high-
a> . .-.o. But diot beyond i~
tin;. ' " • " '•

COLOR CIIANGLS
Artificial satellites travel

"'ca.sl to west. This one moves
west to cast.

Chiefly it has a reddish tinge. '

o

/

flying plane. It was moving

Ivery fast indeed. "Wc first
sighted it" Tuesday, Aug. 23. It

comes .1 few minutes before or)

a few minutes after !) p.m."

Wednesday and Thursday of

last week it was.sighted by the)
observatory at Southern Con

necticut Staic Colegc. It passed
over Baltimore Tuesday.

FIRST SIGHTING

Chicago's Adler Planetarium

sighted it last Friday.
Information about the

strange object also is being fed

fOCenb

into the machines' at the Na-j
tional Sp.ioc Surveillance Ce»i-|
tor in Hertford. Mass.. and.
studies are being made by t(»p'
National InvcMisutious Com-}
miller on Aerial Phenomena in '
Washington. j

In all cu.'-e:. whore it hos ucer.!'
sighted, ob.servers h.aw b'.-eni-
looking at tl:c U. S. sateliifj M
Echo I, wlien the mysterious)
UFO flashed across the!-'1
heavens, in the opposite direc-i'
tion. at far greater speed. !
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Scpteiabei* 22h i960

cable aooRESb

GRUMA1R

Mr. W. Smith
oO milcr^st Hoad
Southlands, Doymo^th
•unglond

Sear ftr. Smith,

i«ldeMS Zt^^T™™ le^s concerning our rfjoto^ » .

The following data points vare tei™ «w.
1. Eastern Standard Tine -

J&Cht Ascension w

16 ""•30 —• *•$ —. (i .1«..,
♦09 d*g# 52 a^ ^ x „

•"♦•u. wees, l»l«5aeoO

Right Asoaisioj, «*

Declination -
+02 clog. 2,0 am,. 03.Q .♦

-J. Eastern Standard Tiae „.
^ to. 52 ^ 00.035; secs# (: ^ scc .

**&& Aaconsion *

15 }lrS* *6 *W jrf.J sees. (J i„ ,
SaGlination *

*° *" **?• ** --.. (J 1.5 sec.)

e



GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION PAGE„_?.

A contact print end a photo enlargement arc enclosed alonr with a
suranary of fairly reliable sittings, lib will bo very pleased 'to rVcelvo
copie-3 of yourplates.

Although there arc no simultaneous photographs from the other sta
tions in Gimmaan's tracking re^ce to aid in determination of altitude by
trisngulation, m have aade some estimate of altitude by comparison be
tween the earth shadow line on September 2nd and 3rd and the first appear-
of the object on those nights. This altitude comes out at about 300
statute miles.

ITe have taken the liberty of reporting your sightings to the U.S. Air
Force Space burvoillanco Control Center and mil advise you as to their
conformity with other sittings as soon ao we receive further uord.

n« *J°T,C°?Pf^S0? °f the 0bJect t0 oa^er Sputniks is veil taken. To
*!i<l°^?0^,d acb^ thG 8mo **&*** rate viewed by the observer as

H! ^!tGl:b-tc3a niQ ora^ *PP»ent difference lies in the color, vbixshvaried from carrot to straw. c-ja^nMii

Ati-nS! ^fldnf ??tBwk. Jf very AntMested in eaqperimentinc with trans-t™™*tri^fpilat^ons utilising high altitude satellites of the Echo
ta* as targets in space for stoiltar.eous photoeraphs. If you are intor^
fo^^r^"^1^1^ With ™̂ **<* W^nt3; ^ro det^lf"m be

ww,1 ^^ *2 ^^^ r,s7 thanko to* yow information and look forward tohesrins aore from you in the near future. *°rwara v>

Cordially,

Hairy C. Courten
HCC/sn Space ^ackine Project
Enclosures s 3



Kr Henry C. Courten
Grummon Aircraft Eng. Corp.
Space Tracking Project,
Long Island,
Not; Yofck.

19th October. 1960

Dear Mr Courton,
Very many thanks for yours of the Sept, 22nd 1960.

I admire your photographs also the accuracy of your
timing and positions:

As requested I have pleasure in enclosing copies
of ir.y photographs and trust they will be of interest
and more especially of service to you.

Photograph No. 1 X unknown object 1st. Orbit.

2 X Satellite " 2nd. Orbit.

3 Echo Satellite 1st. Orbit.

4 Echo do. 2nd. Orbit.

Using Norton's Star Atlas my positions are only
of moderate accuracy but if used with precision charts
and instruments I believe reasonable figures may be
obtained.

As you see I include copies of my first Echo
photographs.

Positions and times were of course given in my
earlier communication.

7/ith ref •vence to your paragraph re experimental
transAtlantic triangulatlons, I should be very willing
to participate if you are of the opinion that my
observations and photographs are of the necessary
standard.

In this respect more details would be appreciated.

60 Hillcrest Road,
Southlands,
Weymouth,
Dorset,
ENGLAND.

W.Smith P.R.A.S.



Date

RECORDED SIGIITIIIGS OF

Tine (P.M. - E.D.T.)

8-12-60 Echo up 5 minutes

8-13-60 Echo up 5 minutes

8-10-60 10:140 - 11:15

8-22-60 10:39
British Summer Time

8-23-60 9:20

8-23-60 00:39
British Summer Time

8-2l;-60 . •8:50

8-25-60 8:51

8-26-60 9*12 .

8-27-60 10:00

8-28-60

8-29-60

9- 1-60

9- 2-60

9- 2-60

9- 3-60

9- 5-60

9ih5

9:10

8:15

9'.3k

11:00

9:16

8:33

9- 5-60 Q:33

9- 5-60 9:33

9- 5-60 11:00

9- 6-60 8:06

9:19

UI'UDEIITII'IED SATELLITE-LIICE OBJECT

. Observer

Ray Rice

Ray Rice

Remarks

Earliest Sighting

Questionable

Mr. W. Smith
Southland, Dcynouth
England

Mr. W. Smith
Southland, Deymouth
England

Bethpage Station ;Photographed

E. C. Towl

(Massachusetts)

Dr. Silverberg
(Maine)

(Michigan)

H. C. Courten

(Detroit, Michigan)

J. Taft, E. Marten
H. C. Courten

Federal Aviation
Administration

K. Mains

Lt. Prohbieter
(Massachusetts)

Dick Anderson •

Good Sighting
(Time Questionable)

Questionable

Good Sighting

Good Sighting

Good

Good

N.E. to S.W.

Questionable

9- 8-60

NOTE; AH

the
sightings, except those for Which a. state is noted, were made from
New York area.

>-/•
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GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION

BETHPAGE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK

TELEPHONE

WELLS I -I 5 O O

\^-T~'

CABLE ADDRESS

GRUMAIR

The satellite-like object photographed by one of our tracking stations
on the evening of August 25th remains unidentified. ^racKing nations

press^^TfoSows!^ *°" ** S±ght™e *** been releaSed to the
1. The coler of the object varies from carrot to straw.

2. It travels at arate which appears to be comparable
to previous satellites.

3. The course followed by the object is an easterly to
westerly direction.

k. The object usually appears at about the time of the
first visible evening pass of Echo I.

Any statements beyond these, at this time, would be pure conjecture.

by our°pSistsd±n aTI+^Yf ^ °bJ6Ct ±S being ^efully evaluated+o !L- fv *" attemPt t0 increase our knowledge of its behaviorto apoint where we can predict future transits. oenavior

Please accept the enclosed copy of our photograph in annreciatiori ofyour interest in Grumman's tracking efforts. appreciation of

Cordially,

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION

JBR/am
Encl.

J« B* Rettaliata
Asst. to the President
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;•, ••/ February 14. I960
7 v.'est Park
Randolph \?2, Texan

;«-Mi:va.;jn /-oidqucrtvr'S

Sca&ridU:;* ^> Mao.s

Dear Hr. Campbell,

^rapxi on l- •^^ ^ _-, „. ri;./}o also on 1^
of the 1V5V alpna v.*o ^^-^°
February -. •

The follows information refers to the eisht-
•ine of the unknovrn object: ^w.-^ H>/iW .^

10 February UT
llh *55m iys OT

niGHT *bg: ^ic::: .lgh oii
D3CLi:-":ATI0;:s plus 2^0
DIRLCTIOM

a>:-3. vsl.
MAGNITUDE
VARIATION

P1U3 c^sj , v

Sv to HE (see note in reman: c;
estimated 0°7/second
plus 7
none

Pim^s- The object was first sesn about 5 or 6
•ie<^e-f>s east of our meridian while we v^er- -.i

behlna. ine ouJ=v A.,„ ,„ .. rtnl h oicn course
«v cr SSV anO was apparently on a eoi^^-" ~£"
w;*t +C«? "--teliite whicn was eomins from tne <•«•?.
&ter .station shows that the unknown object crossedtoe VaSard'a path a»«• 7tcntfts of a-econd^be-
fore Vansuard. The approximate celestial eooraina
of the interaction point are: as Wg^*.* -g
and the estimated time using «iS;Vel/^/j^f3 UTThe object is presumed to be aset^xioe °-u*°«edur_
fr%^r^°it(^3 ob3^el t^roucl! (21 no rod tints
T "*.,. ..•u*4.J- „^n«4% mom p.fonn -* :..*-d «C^i•*>'-• '-1 ^-s-t-v- ••-•to We white color were seen
t;h3 a plane ;*wra from W; -'

^lrvrve

<A) \ X

, A.



'"'•I:* object.

-• •; -' >'!•• ' ;; •'•* j. ;.< rre i s qui t ©
Ve ir"'̂ " '̂* *s ^certain because

' ?.ii£- - -h? use of the anguL^r-
"''"*'"•• V'-r w"c' ;v;D satellites. V/e would anoreci^to
;:, ''^'u your consensus is as to tno nature of

DAT3: 10 February 1Q60 UT
Tins: n.h 35m 28.4s-
RIGHT accession: I5hfti0.6m'
tD^CLII^TIO::: minus 501*!
DIKSOTTCI-7: W-UW-E33
^ra;T^": ^stiniated 0?6/second
VAIilAi'IOIJ: yes but not measured

t»e ^rJr'Vf^abSUt t?la- Tv/0 Persons were at1£ ySrl! JfG42^ y siS^ed this object was

*n *? ~5 1Xr if y^IGOuld seod ue about 20 o^so as soon as posp/le*

Sincerely,

• 7-foonwatch <j96
i

«*«Eti£JZ ^3^^^^^SM^^'A
??*

1LV «•*" *K £a . n. IcO ± y*

5^c"OV ^

/ Wv^ ^
^^-'kA^,

"^V4- JLf^i^ /<?S-6,o

11•
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TO SPACE TRACK
FM SANTIAGO

VIA SATELLITE CAMBRIDGE MASS
071S47Z

WEDNESDAY 3RD AT GONZALEZ VIDELAS JNIA21IC. BASE *T
HOUR OV*L OBJECT WAS OBSERVED FOLLOWING TRAJEC^ORv

MAGNETIC ABOUT 47 TO 30 DEGREES ALTITUDE STOP POSSI
CAN BE IDENTIFIED AS DELTA ONE

HEILMAIER

ACK PLS FOR ONE MSG

RGR ACK FOR ONE MSG

OK TNX END BI

V
••Kt^wt**. r*»

\

» ——_
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00"

U*rS?£ U;o.?
-v. c "\
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SAOCAM DE

TO CONPUT SAOCAM

R 301558Z JUN

BT

FOL OBSN BY DR„ ft.H, WILSON CODE 4110 X
MOW JUNE 29, 1959 X BRIGHT OBJECT IN EVENING SKY CWASHDC) X £1
NOTED AT AB0UIJ3:55 P.M. EDT NEAR RIGHT ASCENSION 16HR CMM DECLINATION
FLUS 20 DEG (AZIMUTH 12TTDEG CMM ALTITUDE 70 DEG) X MAGNITUDE ni.TUS 3

.; p (1 '.OkQ

'*•/

XJ]ir^E£li^^^ARPUT^j57^ ABOUT 1 DEG SW OF ARCTURIUS X l^CNITUDI 0
X CRIGHT ASCENSION" 14~TfitT2'MIN CMM DECLINATION PLUS 18 DEGOAZIMUTH
180 DEG CMM,ALTITUDE 70 DEG) X HEIGHTS 8s57 PM EQUALS ABOUT 1550 LOCAL
TIME X INTERPOLATING BETWEEN PLUS 35 DEG CMM H EQUALS 25 MILES' £::d PLUS
40 CMM H EQUALS 15 MILES X 20 DEG EQUALS ONE HALF RADIAN FROM ZFM1TA
EQUALS 10 MILES EQUALS lOMIN SOUTH X LATITUDE EQUALS 38 DEG 40 Mir: X
HEIGHT EQUALS 18 MILES CMM 95,000 FT X LONGITUDE 77 DEG 0 HIM AT 1657
UT X MOTION 1 DEQ/MIfl TOWARD WEST X DIAMETER 30 TO 40 FT .

30/1615Z JUN

•N^A/Vl *Vvs Q.tA,j<C~ Cty\y<<j T*A^Gi-\- '0 •^ •£ c t> ,> .•

mm

\
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Office Memorandum • united states government
TO : Mr. Alexis Bakeeff

(Please pass to ATIC)
date: y.arch 23 9 1962

TIC)

from : Alex. B. Geddes .^.

subject: Three UFO's Observed at lOj-t-5 a.m. EST, March 22, 1962^

The following report was received last night cj telephone
from Mr. Ralph Mariani, 68 Washington Street, Hyde Park 30,
Mass. (Tel. EM lv-1097) :

Mr. Mariani was looking to the north-west out of the
window of an office building situated near the Cathedral in
Boston. He noticed a jet plane traveling from the nortn-
west till it passed over the building. Above the vapor trail
of the plane he noticed three objects at a great height and
thought at first they were seagulls. Then he saw thit they
were definitely round, though small because of distance, and
were moving in sudden darts at'high speed and making sharp _
ripht-angled turns. They were silver gray and shone brxghtly
in the sunlight. Mr. Mariani observed these objects for two
or three minutes until they finally passed ofrer the building
and otft of sight. He was alone in the room at tne time.
His account sounded sensible and authentic.
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OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

Pv re erga^i- ok U, a
T^o not use the above lines)

OBJECT OBSERVED 19 < / S I G> M

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

REGISTERED STATION NAME 6 R 1STOLt EtfGL ft hiQ REGISTERED NUMBER 06TO

In "Station Number" column below indicate -number of station'at which each observation
was made, i.e. either the first three digits of your Registered Number or the four-
digit number which may have been given to you for sxiauxiliary station. (See Guide.;

DO NOT USE Tele

graph
Station
Number

Date

(UT)
Time (UT) R. A. or

Az. (A) LAlt. (A)
-Dec. or Dir.of Ung.VeL

Travel )eg/Sec
Max Par. in Color

(Use
Code'

REMARKS:

fes No H M
lor- Sax-Max

Mag Sec.

*/ 06SO 0|
II t 3k f/U **0-0* tV-> S

^

y

X

\c\te \ OcJc. I 7

fav. U~JAAM+X. *%Y*k w«4 JLvu-^J- <J? JLPJbi~-__30^l* V^0* *~ ^i^A^t^utJLjU

(Continue remarks on reverse c^g-2

DATE OF REPORT U //* **REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME ^C^L. l«^(X/-

DO NOT send observations made at a site for which no Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory station number has been assigned.
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<r 1*

W&mmba* 2»if 1 ccwmoNrns

JAC03 M. ARVCY . JOHN H. LEVIN
JOHN F. McGUANG

A^A'JXISTRATION BLDG,, 425 EAST 14th BLVD., CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS danicl l nAwmf g^s^.**.*.!

TELEPHONE HAMtSON 7-5252 bisect vcua cc^i~;icatk;;s to o ADLER PUSKETJWKEM «:D ASTROKCMIGU. K«SSZ3

900 E. ACHSAH .JONO DRIVK

CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS

WAk*«W 2>I42«

#4 14

Dear

Since the advent of the "space age" people have been becoming increasingly Interested
In observing passages of artificial satellites. Tho Planetarium staff has noted a
rise in the number of unidentifiable objects in the sky reported to our institution
during this period. This is due to the fact that more people are watching the sky
so objects and events that have gone unnoticed in the past are now being observed.

Unfortunately it is impossible for us to personally answer all inquiries .concerning
such objects• However, all reports whether written or telephoned are kept on file,
and when more information on a reported object is desired we contact the observer.

On Friday, August 26, at approximately 9 P.M., C.D.T., our Museum staff observed a
faint reddish object in the sky moving from east to west. Apparently thi3 object or
similar ones were almost simultaneously seen by both inexperienced and professional
observers throughout the country. It is believed that the object we observed was
photographed at a satellite tracking station on the East Coast. From these observa
tions it was found that an orbit could be calculated, but since the observations are
inadequate it cannot be said the object is revolving about the earth. The most we
can say at present is that due to inadequate observations the nature of the object
remains unexplained*

Wo thank you for your interest and invite you to visit our Museum and also, if
interested, to write for literature describing our program and courses we offer in
Astronomy, Navigation, Artificial Satellites and Bocketry, and Astronomical Telescope
Making.

RIJ:pz

Very truly your6,

Robert I. Johnson

Director

Adler Planetarium

U&+-

(785te)
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UFO SIGHTING

OBSERVERS MRS* DAVID BOYD
3S5 SUMMER AVENUE
READING, JIASSt <TEL* &4<»2695>

TIME OF OBSERVATION*

LENGTH OF OBSERVATION*

DIRECTION SEEM*

ELEVATIONS

MAGNITUDE*

COLOR t

MOVEMENT*

SPEED*

NOTE! ,

A3GUT 10 MI MUTES LATER
WAS SEEM* GENERALLY XN

XtvzMjL. «WA-w-fe^ ,

U* *

1110 A*M» <APFROX> 15 SEPT

5 SECONDS

SOUTHER*!' SKY (BELOtf & TO THE LEFT OF T!iE ?^0:i>

35 DEGS* TM HORIZON

BRIGHTER THAW ANY STAR

REDDISH TO WHITE

WESTOVKD QR SOUTH-WESTWARD^ VERY SHALLOW AFX*

.TRAVELLING VERY SLOWLY, FOLLOWING HORIZON.

htt OBJECT UHICH APPEARED TO BE A SHOOTING STATt
THE SAME LOCATION*

Ma^cl U.S. O.
/NO <^-cAt̂f"V\

-J5L



MR* GEORGE WORON
SAO PIO

l/Ou. iv.;;i *.-> JV t^

FOLLOWING UFO^REPORT RECEIVED BY PHONE AT ZtX5 AM 23 MAY

OBJECT SEEN BY PEOPLE IN BELMONT MASS NIGHT' OF 22 MAY BETWEEN
9 - 10 PM

LARGE YELLOW STEADY LIGHT VISIBLE FOR t HOUR* MOVING VERY
SLOWLY TO THE WEST*

PARTY CALLED WATERTOUN'POLICE'DEPT« THEY ALSO OBSERVED OBJECT
THROUGH SOME TYPE OF INSTRUMENT* COMMENTS PA UATERTOWN POLICE
WERE THAT IT LOOKED LIKE A'LARGE STREET LIGHT* '
POLICE MADE ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT AN OBSERVER IN NORWOOD FOR 1^0
WITH OUT ANY SUCCESS

MRS. OTERY
15 GRANT AVE
BELMONT PHONE XV-4-S214

< > tin

M

\

M

a
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&T2*i»r-T5# *l&ii~*3i SSa&t^.LV fr-y^g. ^ S-f s/~^.4i?0'^^nai^*Jk£±*i¥ii'ZiZ£
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(do not use the above lines)

OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT M^T^OR OK. U PO

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

OBJECT OBSERVED
(spell out Greek letter)

TEAM NUMBER// C '* r/t f/<f^*,^*^> /£&? S'&>**REGISTERED TEAM NAME

In "Site Number" column below indicate the number of the site at which each observation was made.

DO NOT USE

Tele

graph
Yes No

/

Site

No.

£>&>>(»

Date

(UT)

6>

M. t

a*<^f &

**<h£?-s^

Time (UT)
H M S

R. A. or

As. (A)

Xgmff t*//£

f^jrtieUstf

T

* Dec. or

Alt. (A)

Dir. of

Travel

Ang.Vel.

Peg/Sec,

*Mi

Max.

Mag.
+or-

-?

Var. in

Seconds

Max-Max

fo\£*
S*isu

Instru

ment

Weight

*$+* %** g^QdCv

^^^/Z£^/^^^^ S2J&&A
s£' 'kXjfrjSt*)&Q fi '<**}

JtL&^^td <gt/V? *+t **-£&?*.

14f f^

£rU>-c /^^j/k^i^^'/tf? 6$ 7/&&i£& A
tf

ITAR CHARTS USPD: ^v V*^ ty*i*>*v/> '"/ r""* ~$ —.-- - "I-. . . // rf

fit. c&«*4* *&* t^c***/'** PL ^i.f^^
REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME

DATE OF REPORT ''& &/**" &£
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\J ^(Do not use the above lines)

OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

OBJECT OBSERVED

REGISTERED TEAM NAME . *)?, ^0&Sj //£?0^ ur.

^U>£t\lT-i riK^
?

TEAM NUMBER
(spell out Greek letter)

In "Site Number" column below indicate the numfeer of the site at which each observation was made

DO NOT USE
Tele

graph
Yes No

J

</

Site

No.

/

/ Q>

Date

(UT)

7-f

7^

Time (UT)

M 1 SH

*3 /9l#S

03 f?W.7/

R.At ur

Az. (A)

r#*r
s&

—-^Bct
Alt. (A)

7/.J>

6$

DIr. of

Travel

A'£

U/i

Ang.Vel.
Deg/Sec

/fat

Max.

Mag.
4-or-

5"

4

Var. in

Seconds

Max-Max

/}*Vw«_

Instru

ment

Weight

" -/aY

/?<

J>;tfh .

EPOCH OF STAR CHARTS USED
REMARKS:

J
(20 5*+^ ej*)*^ e2 *J,s^r<rS. (Dls.Ar.Jz'/^f&jyy^^

f-L i*V*VT ll^r^~ ^*~ ^/y^/tt^ e

(Continue remarks on reverse side)

6.

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S HAME J?/-. /J'tf^^, tf^ £•. £~^?ZlEL
£o_not send observations rcade at asite for which no Smithsonian Astrophysical ObservatorTsUe^blr is''assign^.

^Âttt^ ^Sf^ U~ *—oov~ y*-*-Z^i *f

v£.
<-

DATE OF REPORT ?-+-'&'
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1953 JUH 4 12 39
\ .*

?at??, r?.NL C0LLECT PITTSBURGH PENN JUN 3
SATELLITE

UJUX

THREE EXPERIENCED MOONWATCH OBSERVERS THIRTY MILFS
NORTHEAST PITTSBURGH STATION SIGHTED BULL RED STFADV
FIRST MAGNITUDE OBJECT FROM THIRTY DEGREES HIGH IN °7
SOUTHWEST COVER 40 DEGREE ARC IN FORTY SECONDS TO ~
JSSfJ ?ASSING FIVE DEGRE£S S0^» ^ENUS A? J^

LER0Y~059 ' ,
40 0154 UT 4 059 J&£±- I.
724A (\,5\ KPT / \

RECD WUA22 PCS CLR At H^

£/£>. e:sT,

\
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GA PSE ' ' Y4'"'

.INFRNAL DE SPACOM AN ASSISTANT OF SENATOR KEATING CALLED NASA TO
REPORT THE FOLLOWING AND GET A REPLY
SENATOR KEATING SAID THAT JLAST_NIGHT_AT AROUND 8 PM) EC EEEEE
EDT THAT HE OBSERVED. WHAT HE BELIEVED O" TO BE" A FLYING SAUCER
CIRCLING THE MOON THE OBJECT HAD A MAGNITUDE OF A FIRST MAG STAR
HE FIRST SIGHTED THE OBJECT AT 6 OCLOCK WITH REFERENCE TO THE MOON
WHEN THE OBJECT GOT TO 3 OCLOCK IT BROKE INTO A NUMBER OF
Sf'.ALLER OBJECTS AND FORMED A TRIANGLE HE REPORTED THIS TO THE
WASHINGTON POST WHO SAID THET THEY HAD RECEIVED SOME OTHER SIMILAR
REPORTS SENATOR KEATING WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT IT WAS AND AS
WE HAVE NO IDEA WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF EITHER SPATRK OR SAOCAM
CArf GIVE US ANY HELP HE WOULD LIKE A REPLU IN ABOUT 15 MINUTES SO
ANY INFO YOU HAVE WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED
GAGAGAGA • . " •

DE SPATRK I DODN'T HAVE ANY ONFO ON IT I WILL CHECK AND CALL U BACK

GA SAOCAM

DE SAOCAM THIS IS THE FIRST IVE HEARD OF IT .NO INFO AT THIS
END GA PLS

OK WILL WAIT HERE WHILE SPARRK CHECKS

> * *.

i in •iimmihwhiibi — iiiiwmw iiiiiMJtiiwiiiiiiiiiiii'iMiiwiijjwinnLr/ciT/izirii'iiTiV"""- n3'
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June 16, 1961.

Report of Unidentified Object*

Observed and Reported by: Dr. James L. Vanderveen,
2 Hemlock Lone, Bedford, Maes,

Site: Bedford, Mass. (presumably at above address).

Visibility:, Excellent; stars bright.

Time: 1961 June ll\.9 07 02 U.T. +3 minutes.

Aalnufrh: Travelled arc from about 360° to about 0ij5°.

Altitude: About 2£°.

Tine Visible: About 39 seconds.

Size: About 1 cm. diameter at arm*a length.

Brightness: )
j Similar to full moon at 20° to 25° altitude.
)Color:

Variability: Regular period of +1 second; still visible at
minlnuu ""

gj^c^o \
J& (&&**•'

y<
Original JLetter from which above information was obtained
is on file at Moonwatch Headquarters, SAO.

A.3.G,
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SPA002

ERA 003 •
MM SPACON SAOCAM
DE 0OMERA 009
M 2600552

IT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO YOU TO HAVE FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECEIVED FRO.?
DR. HOGG OF STROMLO OBSERVATORY

Sr°HvE HAD AN UNCONFIRMED REPORT FROM AMR. GARLICK CTEU CAilBER^gsM^XraSWN T^raXVATE ADDRESS 17 MCGOWANS ST., DICKSWU
* 7. J % T«flT ftN TiirqnAY. 16TH MAYL ABOUT 5/WM* HE NOTICED A iKAi\oii-i.i

SENSIBLE DESCRIPTION OF HIS OBSERVATIONS.
UNQUOTE

26/0100Z AY \\l<3
ij5\ i^ 6 01: v;

NN
irve^:

/C.
t% >r *flT-^ '

*•**>
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Niftsllo Rodoarch Bast,
CAPK CANAVERAL,
UNITED 3TATE3 py AKBRICA,

Dear Slrt,

P.O. box 395,

LUSAKA. *-

N. RHOL/USIA.

6th May, 1961.

I hava to roport that tho Balloon
Satellite haa been olearly visible for the

paet two weak* going South Woat to North 2aat

tfafmi - ?.Oia° h<?^^ y»?o<l«»lan T^e
FroTi South Eaet to North Wast*

«'v i, Ht

U. F: 0,-

4 '5r^»«nww«rr1J

y»«—^ts,, .vdr ^

I

Red objeot al^hted which from the ground
Aopeared to travel five or fijlx tlires ©ore

qulokly than Balloon Satellite. No nolae heard,
but indication of some white lights -'definitely
not a plane - any oonnectlon with the Astronaut-?

Any information you eould let «e have
about the Balloon Satellite would be very
•ouch appreciated - aa I believe it has been in
or>lt for quite tone tlo* now • and we watch It
•very two hours at nitfht.

,v Your* faithfully, 7

C.L, LSTCHgR,

"&»./'.

/•*
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government
to : Mr«-W* KoCurdy- (for ATIC) date: na-j 11, I>j1.

from : Alex. B. Gmldoe (Moonwatch)

subject: Unidentified Object.

Reported (in personal interview, Kay 11, 1961) by Mr. Waltor
G. Rausor, 11*1 Webster street, Maiden (DA 4-4373)•

rate: April 28, 19 15 KST (#*1 minute).

Observing position: 71° 1$' W 1^2° l\2* n (about k s*dle3
south of Derry, Haas., in oar heading IJNW on Route 23).

Object? Very large, glowing with an intense and blinding
ice-blue light like an Argon gas flame, and with the
following definite shape:

(Mr. Rausor was asked to compare size with a structure
visible frorc office window where interview *ras hold. It
was found that a ruler held at anafs length produced the
apparent size of 1.5 inches long by 0.5 inches wide)•

Object travelled practically due east to w©3t at a level
altitude of 30° to 35°* from about azliauth 010° to 330°.
After travelling temrctotMtols parallel with horizon, the
object suddenly dropped off at an angle, appeared to grow
smaller, and suddenly vanished before reaching horizon.

Color became orange after trajectory dropped. Back-end
of object was indefinite and may be described as
including a short wide trail about 15% total length of
object*

c.c: Dr. R.B. McCrocky
Dr. John White
Mr. Leon Campbell
Mr» E.~Kohn

v
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OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO PRIVATO

PIAZZA Dl PORTA CASTIOLIONE, 10

BOLOGNA • ITALIA

ABLE ADDRESS I ORBITBACK

Operation Section

National Aeronautics and Spaoe Administration
1520 II Street N.W.

Washington 25, D.C

196<l FEB. 1$
FEB 21 1961

Attentioni Mr.E.C.Buckley

Dear Sir, i;

I have observed an unidentified objeot that may be the balloon
that (today's newspapers say haws been launohed from Wallops Island base
and now misned or not under oontrol. . ,-•'"

DATEj

TIMEn (U.T.)

COORDINATESt .

MOTION t.

DIRECTION*

MAGNITUDE!

I960 February 16

19 45
h m

AP.R.A. II 40

Deol ♦ 33°

slow

from EAST-NOBTH EAST to WEST-SOUTH WEST

+ 4 •< •

appro*.

'. i. *

•A:

vv.-

vt^e^h^cw^ Wo: cJL

It cannot be the satellite Echo I because in theese days this satellite is well
observable in the evening going in opposite direction.

I ara sorry I am not in a position to give you further informations, but during
this observation I was operating with a telesoope photographing.

Sincerely,

very truly yours

dr. U. Dali'Olmo
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dO QKKSffiSl 6T,, CfoXZXXti, MASS.

OFFICIAL KB33AQS BL&N1C

R&Xo&a«r°& ©i&mtims

iVU<v Mv/
i«m.i mwm wr—it ti^-"**

l&tex

ll 1/23/60
Drertor^a nai.t* typed/sig.
Edward H. Kohn

Wi jSpacetrack
Attn: Lt. Prohbelter

INFO:. Copy pasa«d by Alo:c, 3. Goduo- •.
to Dr. McCrooky; and to Mr. W. V
MoCurdy for relaying. {

PRECEDENCE* XiiBs^diate Priority Routine Deforr&d(ttL)

DJVTE/TTHB GROUP (Comnsunlcttior^ insert)

TEXT; (typed)

1. KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN: RADIO STA VXNI: MR. BARR "S WHITS LIGHTS WITH
SKOKY TRAIL. SEEN DUE E PROM KAL GOING TOWARDS NORTH 0:24 EST X
BARR REPORTED LOCAL AP INFORMED HIM NO HIGH PLIGHTS IN AREA ST
THAT TIME.

2^-OROHTO, CANADA RADIO STA CPRB: MR. GILMORE BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY
>„<15 - 7:00 EST RECEIVED 30 TO 50 REPORTS OP:
2 WHITE STAR LIKE SPECKS TRAILED BY GLOWING CLOUDS IN NE SKIES HEADING N

3.TORONTO REPORTS RECEIVING WORD OP A REPORT IN CHICAGO OF A SIGHTING
MADE AT 6:24 EST, SIMILAR IN DESCRIPTION, HEADED NORTH AFTER AN ,.—^,
^REGULAR SE-S-SW-N PATTERN. • Xjt^O*

4.UP CALLED WITH SIMILAR REPORTS PROM THE GENERAL DETROIT AREA.

M«v, "2S, \\ oo \)rC%

•L-/* Operator'« Initial?** R*c®lv«di by Coosa. C^ntsr &tt

?..'"

v. M

it-

* ,"•

dfcfci* Mrittttr A*u W.^-'t
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UFO Sighting, 12 October I960 (Mr Ch&rles Capen) 28 OCT 1%0

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Attn: Mi* Warren McCurdy
OPI

Car>ibriu&G 33, Massachusetts

1. Reference attached copy of message from Satellite Organ to
Satellite, Cambridge, Massachusetts, dated 12 October I960. This
message is concerned with the sighting of unidentified flying objects
by iir Charles Capen. The sighting occurred on 12 October I960 in
fcew Mexico,

2. Tne ATIC analysis indicates that the objects of this sighting wore
probably high flying jet aircraft. The angular velocity reported by
Mr Capen results in a linear velocity well within the capability of
jet aircraft and much too slow for meteors*

3. Telephone contact with Mr Capen reveals that he believes the
objects were high flying jet aircraft. The conversation with itr
Capen also brought out the description of lights seen in conjunction
with the objects which also indicates that they were probably jet
aircraft.

k* ATIC has not as yet been able to pin down the specific operation
to which the aircraft belong, but when and if this information becomes
available your organisation will bo advised.

FOR THE COMMANDER* *

PHILIP G. EVANS '

Colonel, USAF
Deputy for Science and Components

1 Atch:

Cy Msg 12 Oct 60, fm Satellite
Organ to Satellite

•v AvioV w - *

'—JJ-I • »^W|ll" II I. Pi
njcuy\c.*ju jww ^j. • iibww ubb«w»v „ [.-«



0.?,TECT UNKNOWN

. Palm Beach, Fla.

STATION

NUMBER

016

(U.T.)

00 13 50
oo 15 oo

o

n A or

AZIMUTH (A)

192
192

22
22

*. ;

DAIS: Kov. 17» 1V59

.!»> .4.4 t—j. V <•. — >»>i *

01? TrlAVSL V.: • \ UPS.

J2£sec.

i.0017 +12

I TT *^"»

"Object was saen by two veteran observers for over k rains* After crossing center Una!
object seoraed to speed up.n

^W^

(Diagram on back of their report shows that object followed straight/in a' W-E direction
during above observations, then turned off at an angle of about} 60 ).

Say a plane's maximum limits are 20 miles jhlgh and 1000 iin.poh., angular velocity would be
about 0.01 degrees per !sec. overhead, — O.B.; & A.G. j | {

Wi
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Sept 9, 1959

Mr. Leoa Campbell Jr.,
Director Mooxmetch Activities,
Smithsonian Aetrophyeioel Observatory,
60 Gardon Street,
Cambridge, Mass.

Deer Mr. Campbell,
Regarding the sighting of the unidentified objoct

.at9:24 Daylight Saving Time (DST) I "beg to submit the follov/ing data:

Object: ""Unidentified
Tims: Sop. sf9 1:24 U.T.

Observed for over 3& minutes
Position: First observed at In 24m U.T. o. 50 degETooo altitude

c. 135 degrees asimuth
.at lh 27m U.T. c. 35-40 degrees altitude

_ c. 15-20 degrees azim&th
disappeared in heavy haze to the northeast

£&gnitude: -3 (listed as brighter than Venus by both observers)
Steady, no flashing

Observation; with 2® power, 4^ inch objectives binoculars
by Lawrence Cox and
Edward Wetherbee

Both experienced observers for the moonwatch team
and both widely experience amateur astronomers

Description es seen with glasses described above:
"Appeared to be of tremendous size, momentarily,overhead,

ap^oEE'&d oblong, seemed closer and brighter than any
satellite previously cjfrff*rrafr?rnft observed."

i / ' « r% Th© heading is deducdd as 15-2© degrees (measure from north)
<x(rf {AlJU<n* V The velocity (angular) is deduced es approximately J degree £er second.

*jl *iru~+*A. Cuai iHr^cAx Rezpectfully,

D Erofr.L. Brown

Note: Through the above mentioned glasses aircraft can
be disoerned even though the wing lightos are not shown.
Despite the distance the 5utline of aircraft can be
definitely made out with this glass. No form of the
natuia of aircraft was discernible.

AJ~f
©87

/*S

LC



REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS

Information marked <* 3.3 vital

* Place of observation?. Ow a^ o-jj- evw ow^tivte-^-X

* Bate: ^^3 1&/£"^ « Time: 12. 10 *.w,. £"J>-S~r
(Give Tims Standard and wht-ther awmoC>rpftm.

* Accuracy of v;irae gl-«;en above: 10 a^a^aa/C *-£^ ^ '^x^^^^jc .
{&0S0 say "essact", or "+1 minute"P or V3 minutes" 9 etc0)

direction in which object was first seen? (\y £
• '[To N, or SE, or tfNW, etc.)

Direction in which object was last seen; jy/ \^/

Length of time object was seen: l ^^S^^XU

* ilSESZ^^ direction in which object travelled:
TV/-S, SW-NE, W-N, etc.)

Did it change direction? Nfo.

General impression of speed; I<rtf~0 -vw.U_ 4L.

Sisa Ctit:'1 shape (if any): 0\mJL *r -e^^v <*£fkfc-
(XV Just like a star,, say !l3tar~litce") ^

C
3rlShtw.3 and color: "V^ witt. ^^^ ^i*^,^ ft^J^



•<J* ^y marked variation in brightness? No

Did it explode, disintegrate,, or suddenly vanish? M

* Any tail or trail? ^«

Did any sound accompany the object* M0

If sound followed later, giw time interval: .

Was it examined with binoculars or telescooes or photographed*

Any other remarks:

K<

U^i—

Naiae: U-w^ir H. F^rquettg: Phone No;• ^Pe*K\r ^-^lec

Address;, life W^Uo S<r, tatQl ZT^ij 2o/5^
**/ao *
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Dr. J,A. Hynek only. June 29 1959.

Observation Report of Unidentified Plying Objects8

San Antonio (089) Moonwatch team, while engaged in the
recent search for a suspected unknown orbiting object (Search 59-2)
reported an unusual sighting. The first report, which was
received by telephone, was to the effect that two observers saw
two unusual objects which they were satisfied could not be either
satellites or meteors because of speed and reversal of direction.
Time was May 28, 02 3h 30 U.T. with both scopes fixed at 180°
azimuth and 85 altitude. This was about the end of evening
twilight and the objects were described as being sunlit with
"pale reflections like aluminum11. They appeared to approach and
curve away from each other.

The following is an extract from a letter, dated May 28 and
received June 2, 1959:

"Since the object involved in the "S-59-2" search was expected
to pass over the San Antonio area today at approximately
02 31 00 U.T. we began telescoping searching of the skyfl officially.
at 02 15 00 on 28 May.

"The sky was clear and the atmosphere was sufficiently steady
to eliminate excessive twinkling of the stars. Our 'scopes were
pre-arranged in such manner that we have one centred on 75°. one
was on 80°, two on 85° at 180° azimuth, while one was on &5° at
azimuth zero and one on zenith. . . . All six were in alignment
on the meridian with two concentrated on 85° since passage of the
object was expected in the latter area.

" » . • at 02 3k 30 U.T. a very unusual phenomenon occurred.
I shall try to describe the situation:

"Two of our seasoned observers, who were viewing through the
only two of our 'scopes which were fixed on the same point in the
sky, namely 85°altitude at azimuth 180°, simultaneously witnessed
u.f.o.'s In a manner that may be a little difficult to comnrehend.
That is, one man observed a fleeting object that cut into the
upper left limb of his circular telescopic field and after
describing a smooth arc or parabolic path, left the field of view
at the lower left limb. This action took place within an
estimated one-tenth of a second. The observer was concentrating
his attention on the left side of the field at the time, and was
certain only of what transpired on that side of the view field.



2.

"Now here is the unusual twist to tho phenomenon: .;>., other
observer on the other telescope which was set to covor tLy
Identical field was concentrating his attention on tho rlzht side
of the field, when he, simultaneously, observed a similnr^action
at that side of his scope. That Is, the object entered the
upper right limb, curved hyperbolically, and then left tho field
at the lower limb, and all within a split second of timo.

"Some Interesting and pertinent data connected with the
phenomenon, as the accompanying diagram will show, are that both
objects had similar, yet different, paths which wore mutually
opposed. Also, at no time did their paths coincide, crocs each
other, or cross the centers of the telescopic fields of view.
A study of the diagrams will Indicate that if the two diagrams
were superimposed it would appear that the two objects were
approximating a collision course, when, by deliberate control or
mutual repulsion they veered off and went each on his merry way.

"While evaluating this data, it Is appropriate that you keep
In mind the fact that both individuals who witnessed th^s ..
occurrence are well seasoned, well balanced, and strictly sober
observers." *

*\s^j Leader.
Letter is signed by 'J.H. Wooten, for Paul L. Seabase. Team

A later letter, dated May 30 and signed by the same writer.
provides the following additional Information:

,*, T •in\", °^e*°» ?ur obse?ve*s touched off a miniature bombshell
??\£? kicked~*n" (tonight) with some Intelligence which was
slightly overdue. He believed it was unimportant, of course.
Here it Is:

"This observer observed an unusual phenomenon whose occurrence
was simultaneous with the Incidents which we reported in our
n5 ftr*nfTTM57 2b v ?JS fsc<>Pe* on May 28, was set on zenith at
02 34 30 U.T. which time coincides with that at which the two
observers called "Ho!" when they spfced some very unusual
afto2gh3r?loaJ" n^t^§tic^" a»*ics in their 'scopes which uare sot
a^ "5° £t azimuth 180°. At that time he too observed an unusual
sight. In his scope. It occurred In the lower right quadrart.
When he sketched it on paper according to the image his power of
recollection brought to mind I tried to match it to the
configuration that was observed on the right side of one of our
05 scopes. It does net "dove-tail" into the ^scheme perfectly
but it probably casts some Illumination on what the object was
doing Just before it passed into the Q5° field of view."

Reproductions of all three sketches are overleaf.
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First reported observations.

X

\

lx£)

I
/

/

Varied description of color: Grey white or from blue white to
3ilver white.

Time required to traverse the fields of view: l/lO to 1/5 second.
Magnitude: Approximately that of Polaris or slightly brighter.
Illumination: Appeared to be reflected light rather than self-

illuminated.
Reference to known fised stars, for coordination, not available.

Additional reported observation.

3.

3>o

'Id



NOT MOONWATCH
O o

' _UNIDMTIPIED T £ C C .
_March 20, 1959.

825 Concord Tpk.,
Arlington, Mass.
(hilltop site)

£it*tIIO?-

oij. 30 ~
0I|. 35 —

1

:», a* Un ?

.?£>.v^"i- X.' ' A

135
315

:a"^

A
A

20

20

Ci

A I SE-NW
a! "

Object like an egg. No tail or sound.; Disappeared in haze;
Passed directly overhead. Near Moon. ; !

0.3 Quite:
jbright

\

1" y - .•«•

YIO
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OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)
OBJECT 0BSERVED:59<-1

REGISTERED STATION NAME Chattanooga, Tenn. REGISTERED NUMBER 062 0_35 085

In "Station Number" column below indicate number of station at which each observation
was made, I.e. either the first three digits of your Registered Number or the four-
digit number which may have been given to.you for an auxiliary station. (See Guide,)

"DO NOT USE Tele Station

Number

Date

(UT)
Time (UT) Ro A« or

Azo (A)
iDeCo or
Alto (A)

DircOf

Travel

AngoVel
Deg/Sec

Max

Mag
+ or-

Var oin

Sec.

Max-Max

Col

graph
H M S

(Us

5fes No
Coa

X

062 035

085 2 Mar 11 57 33 180 A 72 ff-B one -4 W

t
- - •- . - -. -. :-".. _:"_

.„

.,

i
• • " •• • •' •

•

REMARKS: A flash across top of field set at 68° alt. Tape record on time.

(Continue remarks on reverse side.)

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S N-VME* DATE OP REPORT:
2 Mar. 19 59„.X1 aw&llyxlJEy.an&_..

DO HOT SEND OBSERVATIONS MA££ A* SITES FOR WHICH NO SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERV.
STATION NTDKBER HAS BEEN ASSIGNED.
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FROM GEORGE PURNS VIA TELEPHONE
32 WHITMAN ST

WEST SOMFRVILLE MASS
FONE SO 6*2853

OBJECT IN SKY SFEN AT 5 35 P.M. 7 JANUARY STEADY LIGHT VFRY HIGH
ALTITUDE. OPJFCT CAME FROM THE NORTHEAST CROSSED THF SKY TO TMF
SOUTHWEST , WIGGLED, THEN MADE A LOOP, AND WENT BACK ACROSS THE
SKY TO THE NORTHEAST ALL IN A TOTAL OF 3 MINUTES-NOT AIRCRAFT

CFM FONE SO S-2853

/. ^ f" >' t "> / f

UFO

Observed from 32 Whitman Street, West Somerville, Mass/ by

Mr. George Burns, Tel SO 6-2853o

Object in Sky seen at 23:35 UT 7 January, 1959. Steady white

light very high altitude. Object came from Northeast, crossed

sky to the Southwest, wiggled, made a loop, and went back

across the sky to the Northeast all in a total of three

minutes.-Not aircraft.
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p. o. pox 6;;5

Las Cruces, N. M.
22 October, 1958

OcX. 13

PROJECT TO0KFATC7I

Smithsonnan Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden St^reet '
Cambridge 38, Mass.

Gentlemen:

T have just d"?sdovered that, on the confirmatory .'letter for an unknown o\,ja±
dated October .13, 3958, we were puilty of a slip of the constellations under the
se^t.'on "'RFFAP^.0". Tt should read, "Alpha Pegasi" and "Gamma Pegasi". The P.A.
and Dec are given correctly.

Will you please send 50 copies of the OFFICIAL MOONWATCH OBSERVAT70*TA7 t?f."0pt? %bi.
••/L

Notice the date — a farm tractor backed into our Moonwatch table, probably
today, and someone has borrowed our benches for a iHalloween party. Otherwise we
are prepared for Zeta. I'm leaving with carpenter tools right now.,

Sincerely7~\ j^

V-^ AtWv**--e/ ^,E#JP. JJkvAr" ^rv^vA^ \reu» 'w^t^r

•A
1 \
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OFFICIAL MOONWATCH OBSERVATIONAL REPORT '

( For confirmations and not-previously-reported observations )
u IP" ,. . y

REGISTERED Station .Name-^ T.na r„,^0, *^^M
/n« ™„m Unknpwn...~* Possiblyy K|.,

(l/—-—-— ^.<. ^ - •?f^e °? Report: 13 Oct 58
No.; 04?-03?-107

rse* separate-form for each satellite group)

Was observation at REGISTERED STATION ?ffo (Within 1 mile of station^
_, ^ ' '• (Write Yes or NoJ
IF NOT, give, the new coordinates: Avftna»ifl if desired

Telegram

•3a.-ttL
-c

„pate 1 Time'

-X. la.ont. 05:00:50

X Vs-1 , <L<J>,

01 "5 fcjw
\ s±. eA ft-fr

IJ 0T IVw>. l\>tf* Ciy'Gvi

_Ui-£

^.c2»ww^ V + 35»«33 /5?g

(Specify Lat. N or S; Long. E or* w )

R.A. or
Az. (A)

Dec. or
Alt.(A)

m
P?r ,0fT -Mfi,fs

1 r

E , /z

^ t^,.

Jet fcA 4

r* >

1CLirpk<&/)£

-fe^y./. /H^V

-• 3—*
.'. A^f^-7^2J A*, 1firo
11 ' 1 ' «i mi • • r ii .

Direction

of travel

Ang
Vel,

WW to Tifi

\i>

M ?5j7n-
;\w *

1ji.n rif
-#<'"

- r̂'W^' Pro f-

•*^*-fc..
f * ap.WiUL 1-7 -©

xTMax

Mag;
Var

j<a. 10 ft

V

1

Color
y/r
o/y

^^E>££ a g6r flr!^ sP°tted this object during the brief alert forllf^fjtll B°^ ***»****« the second flash. For approximately two minutesthe flashes recurred with relatively little change in position, giving the
, appearance of/cowing almosTlfo^lm^K^ *"V °"r'3~pm°"^-^ ^' •"•• f ^-o--~* »,, ,Yj*,.V.w/f.r u**.t yx^ J^ubcrvers,.. (continue Remarks on the reverse side)

earn Leader:

3tes: Station (Name:
Object:

! Components: Column headed »C» is used for the number ofthe component observed.
Date &Time; Always convert to $J. T. Time should be given to thenearest second at least.
Azimuth &Altitude;If the position is given in this form, addthe letter "A" to values.
Declination; Always give a plus or minus sign.

„R.A. SDec.: Ifameridian crossing is observed and recorded inK, A.and Dec., add the letter »M'» after Declination value.
/- flection: All U. S. satellites travel more or less west to east. However, give it more specifically, e.a. WNW-ESE etc
•w Angular Velocity: Always give this in degrees per second.

Magnitude; State whether plus or minus.
Variation; If the mognitude isvariable but not measured, simply write "Var.".
Color Code: W-Wmte,B-Blue,G-GreCn,Y-Yellow,R-Red,BIG- Bluish-Green,B/G- changed from Blue to Gnu*., etc.

\Q&xn**jh . *&4r&? *W8r%* <JUs«w\ "vfc~ C^VwW "\\a^<^. 4K-^-iv w n».p ••... Sn"^i- ;

,=^

tee it as given in the Registrajidr/Letter - usually the name of the town in which located,
fparate sheets for different satellites,



During the interval between passage from the vicinity of Alrtf.a Persei
to Ga^ia Persei, Kr. Durrenberp;er saw it also and marked its near
occultation of Gamma Persei. These were naked eye observations due
to the inability to man the station on such short notice.

Thereafter it seemed to appear at intervals until it was last "seen"
in Aries. The telephone kept ringing frantically during the entire
period, with one of the calls from Chuck Toupas (~B-F) telling us that
Smithsonian had cancelled the alert because Pioneer had anoarertly
burned itself out before ?200 MST and. had been lost in the South
Pacific.

This then is a'what you call it1, or a choice specimen of perception
by suggestion! But to have simultaneous perception by suggestion of
subsequent flashes? A very thin striation of alto-cirrus made more
consistent observation impossible. However, there is no star of
comparable magnitude that close to"Gamma Persei. Times given were
taken from WW and areu plus or minus 2 seconds.

* r

E • Durrenberger

_ JL

aV }*•{ - r
') . c - yy



STAKdARD FORM 3165
MATTICK PRINTfNS CO. • CHICAGO

07

To— ~ Date.JL;:JL a:lKTr.A.l..:.i/Ali7-
Subject:_.AL.....CL...: _

Message If^O^*!^^ U-T„- we...als.o....Q.bs.er.Y.ed..a...v.ery....br.i^ht..
^..l^shing...light,_^in^_direction.|3y.o.,..3W,.k-. flt....pnfi...bQur...^d„^g^^ute3...U^!ry

Vte-*n*e~to^^ t,hi-s-l-ight--flashT3S"veiy• fast^-hra™*
^J5P£^J*^*^ It...r.gt.urna...at....4...hQur.a^3..iiiiautcs...U«

..as_an_aj.rplane„w^^^^ Ikjls-JLJEDJur^^
three times.

_ .i—
—jiiil i' f Ti'imr i—r -"-•• ., .

"jfcfe^T
PUT IT IN WRITING

AVOID MISTAKES Signed H.._.S, KUnlg?,

\

\

• \
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HEADQUARTERS

U. S. ARMY ORDNANCE MISSILE COMMAND
REDSTONE ARSENAL ALABAMA

IN REPLY

rb^er to ORDXM-G 000.71 29 May 1958

s.'

Mr. Ammand N. Spitz

Coordinator Visual Satellite Observations

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Spitz:

Forwarded for your information.

Cordially,

Incl

letters (2)

'-• C~

\

jU:—GORDON L. HARRIS
T) Public Inforiqaa'tion Officer

X

V
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• ECtJootos/jD/2704
O&DQM-G 000.71 29 May 1958

Kico Jtsophlne Tabat '
Panola Street

Catietfcsburg, Ky.

Dear I4£sa Tabets

Thank you for your information furnished this Cosaand on
the sighting of an unusual celestial object.

Your letter has been forwarded to the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory in Cambridge, Mass. for their information

M

Your assistance in furnishing this information is apprec- §
iated. . o

*2Uh..| 2^

Cordially, g

>

hi

r1

GORDON L. HARRIS 5
Public Information Officer M

/"
V
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Director

U. S. Army Testing Base
Cape Canaveral, Florida

Dear Sir:

May 6, 1958

Regarding the enclosed newspaper clipping, it is
interesting to note what I saw, which may help shed sons
light upon your experiments.

First I spotted what I thought was a peculiar white
cloud in perpendicular shape hanging against a night sky,
which attracted my attention and fixed my gaze upon it,
when suddenly a huge ball of fire burst forth from the
cloud of smoke; the flaming object rolled sideways, then
spun straight up with a ring of fire around the flaming
object, and then zoomed upward into far orbit, out of
sight*

I was startled, to say the least.

I checked with the Ashland Daily Independent the next day to
inquire if anyone else reported seeing the fire in the
sky, and the answer was "no", and I was referred to the
Catlettsburg reporter of.the newspaper.

No doubt about it, I saw a rocket in one of the firing
stages* Could it be the one fired Wed., April 23, 1958. I
saw the object around 8:15'p. m.Jthat Wednesday nibjht.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph'ine Tabet (Miss)

\v.i\
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L L1M&22 LOW KL PD-LG3 AW03LE CAL IF 8

.-DTRTSCTGB tt-ITTIZSONTJW ASTKOPir/SXCAL ODSSWATCFTiT

60 GARDEN ST CAMBRTDOK MASS

^"" " "' >i -T"

f i

\
A I

VttAT 21:1? JEST OCTOBER 8 OBSERVED UNDT3FUIKD BUT BKLATTVi'LY

LARGE CROSS FACE 0? MOOR IS l/lO to 1/5 SECOHD T^ROU&i
7 BY 50 ELBOW MONOCULAR. AT 21:26 APPARK.'IT S"PHEI^CAL\ \
OEJECT ESTIMATED. APPROXIMATELY .0015 DEGREE IK DIAME723 \

CROSSED NORTHEAST PORTION OF MOON IK ABOUT 1/2 QECOMp, V .

DIRECTIONS OF BOTE SIDES NE TO SW. AT 21:25 TWO. fcj&DTE^f \
RELIEVED BIRDS, TRAVERSED MOOH 1ST RAPID SUCCESSION/* \\ "\
TRAV&LLIM1 TO UCS32KEAST. MOOR OBSERVED 13 LOS jksdELSL \ \ \
HiROUGH NEOTRAL DEHSITY FILTER FROM ZltlO TO 2i*3P PST-* j 'T ;-'

/ I / «; K
•MAX B MILLER 1^20 SOUTH RID&SEEY DR LOS ASOtl^ES j '

19 CAT, IF-*
/

/ •
"r /

21:15 PS? S 1/10 1/5 7 50 21:26 ,0015 l/r

21:10 21:30 PST 11)20 19.

Kg SW 2t*2tJ:?

i »

ft
\
J\

\. \i

•v •

\ t

r •
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Dr0 Kynek. March 1, 1958*

The Phillips Report0

Attached is a summary of Mr© Phillips' observation on a lj£%£
Moonwatch report form together with all' observations reported""
to us around his observation time0 Where a Station gave more
than one observation, the one nearest to the time in question
is given* Note similarity of R.Ao and Dec, in Albuquerque' s
observation.

Also attached are two cables mentioning Gamma Geminorum
as fixes, but which are about two hours earlier and are not ?
necessarily "disappearing" points. Thfcse are listed with two'j
similar Moonwatch observations on a second sheet herewith. \

The Alabama Sighting.

We have observations from four Moonwatch Teams for early
January 3, U.T., and they are of doubtful objects, but they
are all at different and various hours, none near the time of
this Alabama sighting.

Attached, however, is a copy of a non-Moonwatch report,
received on the phone by the teletype operator during the night,
which records approximately the same time and direction, and
might be of the..same object. This is the only report we have
which shows any similarity.

•oOo-

You can keep all our typed material as there are extra
copies, but would be glad to have the cables returned*, Latter
are possibly only coincidental, but cpuld type up copies if
you wish.

Alex. B.Geddes
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Reported Sightings at or near Jan. 2Lj., 1958,
Olh. 15m. U.T,

^ t

"/"?.„.„ JAN. 2lj.,. 1958*..,. ...

Port Worth, Texas., * 97;3 W
(by Mr. E.T.Phillips) 32*7 N

t^Xawton, Oklahoma " 91]. 2ij. 12 W!
110 035 098 I 3l± 39nlj.5 n|

Albuquerque, N.M.A*106 38 36 W
05 03 Ni0^1 035 107 • 35

Wichita, Kansas - 97
028 038 097 J 37

i

Cambridge, Mass* :- 71
099 0^2 071 I k.2

V,rashington, D.C« ! 77
01i+ 039 077 . j38

Tulsa, Oklahoma j 95
051+ 036 096 • 36

\
t

Los Alamos, N.M.Jkf-106
014.3 036106 ; 35

I

^Nopth Canton, Ohio ' 8l
053 Olp. 081 !1|0

I

III. kl Wl
Ip. II4. Ni

07 i|6*W;
22 46 Nj

12 30 W

k$ 37 N

57
03

wj
n:

19 20 Wj
52 30 Nj

27 19 wj
55 55 n:

; ,• c Ji./i*.; y.y\ \}\

J

01 15
01 16

I East
i 06 35

lj.5 A ;To N or NE 0?l6/s*0 or+1 : White
+16 26f --!- point of disappearance after

travelling about 10 arc
Appeared to merge with/ star Gamma Geminorum. \

\ \ \
01 llj. 32 ; 101?6 Aj 3^7 A jNNW-SSE
(last of ten observations)* \

I " "i " !
01 11 30 j06 I4.O #*#[ +17 *-** ; N~S
(last of three observations) |

i

01 ll|. 25.8. 05 52 :+07o8
(last of five observations)

01 16 32 I 229(
(last of three observations)

o,

A! 12
io]

29ol 15 23i j 221*6 A
(only observation)

01 15 58 I 06 00 ~20°00«
(last of three observations)-

ol 12 lj.9 j 07 21 ,+21*8
(last of two observations)

01 15 28 j02 Ip. j-06°10l
(last of five observations)

l

;NNW-SSE

A ! N-S

A i NW~SE

NNW-SSE

NW~S#

*** Items Jsimilar to; first observation*

0?55/st +1.2 !Y.-Who
i . r

i !
+1 max.; White***

\

+1 SWhiter**
!

Paint

i
lOi /s.j+2 to+6. Bl*-Wh,

f '•

!+3 to+7'Y^O,

8** ' *
; 0„2/s»+l t0+7. White***

|0°25/sJ+l to+7 White***
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Other observation fixes near Gamma Geminorum. '•T5^*1 *t IT* *-»Vl~M»*

V

o&s />Ji"5

t\?*i •i-f J

.;-,!. STATIC!-?

5 *~» *

»-- * ' - -
B£C
/"LLi-.'e. i jr'i ;' '•

£ld&;T10a

Cables:

JAN. 23, 1958,

By H* Pitzpatrick? 77*097
. » 38*956

By R.H.Wilson I 77 00*6
! 38 50*0

i
i

w:
Ni

I
Wi

N[

23 33 30

ft n,; (Ijw.v^A;]

* j I
I ! -i
! Mo*6 Gamma plus 0.1l Mu Gemini"
i i i
i i \

\ 23 33 35 j "Passed 2 rig|jt of Gamma Geminorum,
! actual point 06 32 j +16V05I
! i i

+ll|°30I

+2". ;

+1 to +7 WhiteNorth Canton,0hio? 8l 27 19 W
053 oip. 081 i k.o 55 55 n1

j i
Cleveland. Ohio ! 8l lj.9.7 W-
052 014.2 082 j 1^.0 25.5 N;

i i

23 32 59

23 32 21

06 ]\2

06. 28 +18

N-SE

NW-SE :0»75/s*+l to+8 Orange

Observatibiis by other Moonwatch Stations,-at this; time all Eastern or Central, ~> have various
R.A* and Dec, betweeh 5 and 7 Hours and between +53 and -19, j 1

tNote: Wilson1s observation is the fifth in a series of eight. I

i

j3^
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U.S. AIR FORCE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

This questionnaire has been prepared so that you can give the U.S. Air Force as much
information as possible concerning the unidentified aerial phenomenon that you have observed.
Please try to answer as many questions as you possibly can. The information that you give will-
be used for research purposes. Your name will not be used in connection with any statements,
conclusions, or publications without your permission. We request this personal information so
that if it is deemed necessary, we may contact you for further details.

1. When did you see the object? 2. Time of day: 1"
Hour

(Circle One):

57

M'nufos

11 June. IflfiS
Day

A.M. or & ''

3. Time Zone:

Month Year

(Circle One): a. Eastern
^S^ Central
c. Mountain

d. Pacific
e. Other

(Circle One): a. Daylight Saving
i £BT) Standard

Fort Worth Texas

4. Where were you when you saw the object?
Noble Observatory located at

Texas Refinery Recreation Ranch
Nearest Postal Address City or Town State or County

5. HOW long was object in Sight? (Total Duration)""

a. Certain

b. Fairly certain
wrist

5.1 How was time in sight determined? witch^ corrected Western Union time.

Hours

c. Not very sure

d. Just a guess

5.2 Was object in sight continuously? Yes _JL No

lot was the condition of the sky?

DAY

a. Bright
Cloudy

" i

2SL i '

Minutes Seconds

7. JF you saw the object during DAYLIGHT, where was the SUN located as you looked at the ob|ect?

(Circle One): a. In front of you
b. In back of you _ J
c. To your right

r i

+~~** d. To your left
e. Overhead
f. Don't remember

FORM

FTD OCT 62 164 This form supftr«.rfes FTD 164. Jul 61, which Is obsolete.
•mnvm I



8. IF you saw the ob|ect at NIGHT, what did you notice concerning the STARS and MOON'

8.1 STARS (Circle One): 8.2 MOON (Circle One)-

a. None

b. A few

(cj Many
d. Don't remember

(a} Bright moonlight
b. Dull moonlight
c. No moonlight - pitch dark
d. Don't remember

9. What were the weather conditions at the time you saw the object?

CLOUDS (Circle One).

a. Clear sky
b. Hazy

(c^ Scattered clouds
d. Thick or heavy clouds

WEATHER (Circle One)

© Dry
b. Fog, nist, or light rain

c. Moderate or heavy rain
d. Snow

e. Don't remember

). The object appeared: (Circle One):

46} Solid
b. Transparent
c. Vapor

d. As a light
e. Don't remember

11. If it appeared as a light, was it brighter than the brightest stars? (Circle One):

|£a^ Brighter
b. Dimmer

Co About the same

d. Don't know i i /l

11.1 Compare brightness to some common object:

It appeared as a very bright planet

12. The edges of the object were*

(Circle One): a. Fuzzy or blurred
k L»ke c bright star

Sharply outlined
Don't remember9

' WTTC""

Did the ob|ect:

a. Appear to stand still at any time?
b. Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time?
c. Break up into parts or explode?
d. Give off smoke9

e. Change brightness? x l <-
f. Change shape?
g. Flash or flicker?
h. Disappear and reappear? ,

o. Other

(Circle One for each question)

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

' ,'f*. r *•

;^=j

Page 2



Poge 3

14. Did the ob|ect disappear while you were watching it? If so, how?

Yes, it disappeared behind alto-cumulus clouds near the Southern

-hpyizon,

15. Did the ob|ect move behind something at any time, particularly a cloud?

fC»rc/e Oneh ^~) No Don't Know,
it moved behind: __altO-CUmuluS Clouds

IF you answered YES, then tell what

16. Did the object move in front of something at any time, particularly a cloud?

(Circle One): Yes ^No) Don't Know. IF you answered YES, then tell what
in front of: .

17. Tell in a few words the following things about the ob|ect:

a. Sound None

b. Color _ White at first observation then a dark blue-grey when rate
motion increased.

of

18. We wish to know the angular size. Hold amatch stick at arm's length in line with a known ob|ect and note how
much of the ob|ect is covered by the head of the match. If you had performed this experiment at the time of the
sighting, how much of the object would have been covered by the match head?

As determined through 12 1/2 inch, 10 inch, and 50 mm. telescopes,
about 3 minutes of arc.

Draw apicture that will show the shape of the ob|ect or objects. Label and include in your sketch any details
of the object that you saw such as wings, protrusions, etc., and especially exhaust trails or vapor trails.
Place an arrow beside the drawing to show, the direction the object was moving.

Drawings made of object are attached

i [n r.i I

T-



20. Do you think you can estimate the speed of the object?

(Circle One) Yes (No)

IF you answered YES, then what speed would you estimate?

21. Do you think you can estimate how far away from you the object was?

(Circle One) Yes fijo)
IF you answered YES, then how far away would you say it,was?

Poge 4

22. Where were you located when you saw the object?
(Circle One):

a. Inside a building

b. In a car

(c?) Outdoors
d. In an airplane (type)
e. At sea

f. Other

23. Were you (Circle One)

a. In the business section of a city?

b. In the residential section of a city?

£c^ In open countryside?
d. Near an airfield?

e. Flying over a city?

f. Flying over open country?
g. Other

24. IF you were MOVING IN AN AUTOMOBILE or other vehicle at the time, then complete the following questions:

24.1 What direction were you moving? (Circle One)

a. North

b. Northeast

c. East

d. Southeast

e. South

f. Southwest

g. West

h. Northwest

24.2 How fast were you moving? .miles per hour.

' 24.3 Did you stop ai any time while you were looking at the object?

(Circle One) Yes No

25. Did you observe the object through any of the following?

a. Eyeglasses Yes <£jo) e. Binoculars
b. Sun glasses Yes (_N^ f. Telescope
c. Windshield Yes (fkj) g. Theodolite
d. Window glass Yes (f\q\ h. Other

Yes '(NoJ
_iD No
Yes <Qp

;' i r -j

26. In order that you can give as clear a picture as possible of what you saw, describe in your own words a common

object or objects which, when placed up in the sky, would give the same appearance as the object which you saw.

A Slightly elongated and very thick hamburger.



Page 6

30. Have you ever seen this, or a similar object before. If so give date or dates and location.
No

31. Was anyone else with you at the time you saw the object? (Circle One) (¥*$) No

31.1 IF you answered YES, did they see the object too? (Circle One) ^es) No

31.2 Please list their names and addresses:

Charles Riddle sage 16 9Bowen Rd. ,Arlington, Texas ,Ph. Cr 5_5m
Dennis Williams, age 15, H013 McCart Ave.. Ft. Worth, Tex, Ph. Wa 3-58

32. Please give the following information about yourself:

NAME Crawford

Lost Nome

' ADDRESS *»12 Page Street
Street

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Wa 4-0118

Harry
First Name

Fort Worth

City

AGE
21

SEX

G.

10

Zone

Male

Middle Name

Texas
State

indicate any additional information about yourself, including any special experience, which might be pertinent.

The observer has been an active amateur astronomer since 1957.

In that period 6f time he was an active member of a Smithsbnian
Observatory Moonwatch: teamvlocated at the Fort Worth Children!s
Museum and the Junior Astronomical Society, also located at the
museum.

33. When and to whom did you report that you had seen the object?

JJL June 1965

Don a^tarfcey, Cursor of AstTonon.y, r^a^iSS^,*,,,,
He subsequently sent a full report to NICAP.

69

. '
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I

27. In the following sketch, imagine that you are at the point shown. Place an "A" on the curved line to show how
high the object was above the horizon (skyline) when you first saw it* Place a "B" on the same curved line to

show how high the object was above the horizon (skyline) when you last saw it. Place an "A" on the compass
when you first saw it. Place a "B" on the compass where you last saw the object.

1 W\ .»

"i" ,'J'

28. Draw a picture that will show the motion that the object or objects made. Place an "A" at the beginning of the
path, a "B" at the end of the path, and show any changes in direction during the course.

See included star chart. r

' • r i

29. IF there was MORE THAN ONE object, then how many were there?
Draw a picture of how they were arranged, and put an arrow to show the direction that they were traveling.

1 t W

1 (if -

<H
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34. Date you completed this questionnaire: April 1966

Day Month Year

35. Information which you feel pertinent and which is not adequately covered in the specific points of the
questionnaire or a narrative explanation of your sighting.

Concerning item 6: the sky condition was clear, transparency
was near perfect. Because of the full moon near the meridian
only the brightest stars were visible. The only clouds in the
sky were alto-cumulus and were located near the Southern horizon.

Concerning item 10, 11, and 12: when first sighted the object
appeared as a bright planet with an estimated magnitude of about
0.0 without optical aid. A distinct disk was visible at low
power with a 50 mm. finderscope and a sharply defined object cou^d
be seen through a 12 1/2 inch and a 10 inch reflector.

Upon sighting the object both reflecting telescopes were
used with two individuals doing the viewing and one person
making the timings. From 10:57 to 11:06 p.m. the object
moved very slightly toward the West at approximately 1/lOth
the sidexeal rate. At 11:06 the object accelerated slowly for
about 3 minutes. The object then moved about 25 degrees in
iq m-ir^i-r-PR. During the 3 minutes acceleration period an
attitude change was noted.

When first observed a dark cross and lighter markings that
seemed to radiate from the cross were visible on the lower
surface. There was a dark belt around its perimeter that
appeared to be slightly recessed. Two small dark objects were
visible next to the belt. These markings became invisible when
the attitude changed and a large blister appeared at the
bottom.

When first sighted the object's color was white but when the
rate increased the object began to dim over most of its
surface but appeared to brighten at the ends and at the end
of the blister. The dark area changed from a white to a
blue-grey.

The object disappeared at 11:25 p.m. behind clouds near.the
Southwestern horizon. At the time of disappearence the object
had an angular diameter of about 1 1/2 minutes.
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Dr. J.A. Hynek only. June 2, 1959.

Observation Report of Unidentified Flying Objects,

San Antonio (089) Moonwatch team, while engaged in the
reeent search for a suspected unknown orbiting object (Search 59-2)
reported an unusual sighting. The first report, which was
received by telephone, was to the effect that two observers saw
two unusual objects which they wer»e satisfied could not be either
satellites or meteors because of speed and reversal of direction.
Time was May 28, 02 3k 30 U.T. with both scopes fixed at 180°
azimuth and 85 altitude. This was about the end of evening
twilight and the objects were described as being sunlit^ with
"pale reflections like aluminum". They appeared to approach and
curve away from each other.

The following is an extract from a letter, dated May 2d and
received June 2, 1959;

"Since the object involved in the "2-59-2" search was expected
to pass over the San Antonio area today at approximately
02 31 00 U.T. we began telescoping searching of the sky, officially,
at 02 15 00 on 28 May.

"The sky was clear and the atmosphere was sufficiently steady
to eliminate excessive twinkling of the stars. Our !scopes were
pre-arranged in such manner that we ha*ci one centred on 75°» one
was on 80°, two on 85° at 180° azimuth, while one was on 85° at
azimuth zero and one on zenith. . . . All six were in alignment
on the meridian with two concentrated on 85° since passage of the
object was expected in the latter area.

"... at 02 3k 30 U.T. a very unusual phenomenon occurred.
I shall try to describe the situation:

"Two of our seasoned observers, who were viewing through the
only two of our Scopes which were fixed on the same point in the
sky, namely 85°altitude at azimuth l80°, simultaneously witnessed
u.f.o.'s in a manner that may be a little difficult to comprehend.
That is, one man observed a fleeting object that cut into the
upper left limb of his circular telescopic field and after
describing a smooth arc or parabolic path, left the field of view
at the lower left limb. This action took place within an
estimated one-tenth of a second. The observer was concentrating
his attention on the left side of the field at the time, and was
certain only of what transpired on that side of the view field.



"Now here is the unusual twist to the phenomenon: the other
observer on the other telescope which was set to cover the
identical field was concentrating his attention on the right side
of the field, when he, simultaneously, observed a similar action
at that side of his scope. That is, the object entered the
upper right limb, curved hyperbolically, and then left the field
at the lower limb, and all within a split second of time.

"Some interesting and pertinent data connected with the
phenomenon, as the accompanying diagram will show, are that both
objects had similar, yet different, paths which were mutually
opposed. Also, at no time did their paths coincide, cross each
other, or cross the centers of the telescopic fields of view.
A study of the diagrams will indicate that if the two diagrams
were superimposed it would appear that the two objects were
approximating a collision course, when, by deliberate control or
mutual repulsion they veered off and went each on his merry way.

"While evaluating this data, it is appropriate that you keep
in mind the fact that both individuals who witnessed this
occurrence are well seasoned, well balanced, and strictly sober
observers."

Letter is signed by J.H. Wooten, for Paul L. Seabase, Team
Leader.

A later letter, dated May 30 and signed by the same writer,
provides the following additional information:

"... One of our observers touched off a miniature bombshell
when he "kicked-in" (tonight) with some intelligence which was
slightly overdue. He believed it was unimportant, of course.
Here it is:

"This observer observed an unusual phenomenon whose occurrence
was simultaneous with the incidents which we reported in our
letter of May 28. His 'scope, on May 28, was set on zenith at
02 3k 30 U.T. which time coincides with that at which the two
observers called "Ho!" when they spied some very unusual
astrophysical "astrobatic^" antics in their 'scopes which were set
at 85° at azimuth 180°. At that time he too observed an unusual
sight in his scope. It occurred in the lower right quadrant.
When he sketched it on paper according to the image his power of
recollection brought to mind I tried to match it to the
configuration that was observed on the right side of one of our
85° scopes. It does not "dove-tail" into the /^scheme perfectly
but it probably casts some illumination on what the object was
doing just before it passed into the 85° field of view."

Reproductions of all three sketches are overleaf.
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First reported observations.

ISO*

Varied description of color:

3.

/<?.ffO

Grey white or from blue white to
silver white.

Time required to traverse the fields of view: l/lO to l/5 second,
Magnitude: Approximately that of Polaris or slightly brighter.
Illumination: Appeared to be reflected light rather than self-

illuminated.

Reference to known fixed stars, for coordination, not available.

Additional reported observation.
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